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Abstract—Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) E-commerce has been
growing at a very high speed in recent years. Since identical or
nearly-same kinds of products compete one another by relying on
keyword search in C2C E-commerce, some sellers describe their
products with spam keywords that are popular but are not related to
their products. Though such products get more chances to be retrieved
and selected by consumers than those without spam keywords,
the spam keywords mislead the consumers and waste their time.
This problem has been reported in many commercial services like
ebay and taobao, but there have been little research to solve this
problem. As a solution to this problem, this paper proposes a method
to classify whether keywords of a product are spam or not. The
proposed method assumes that a keyword for a given product is
more reliable if the keyword is observed commonly in specifications
of products which are the same or the same kind as the given
product. This is because that a hierarchical category of a product
in general determined precisely by a seller of the product and so is
the specification of the product. Since higher layers of the hierarchical
category represent more general kinds of products, a reliable degree
is differently determined according to the layers. Hence, reliable
degrees from different layers of a hierarchical category become
features for keywords and they are used together with features only
from specifications for classification of the keywords. Support Vector
Machines are adopted as a basic classifier using the features, since
it is powerful, and widely used in many classification tasks. In
the experiments, the proposed method is evaluated with a golden
standard dataset from Yi-han-wang, a Chinese C2C E-commerce,
and is compared with a baseline method that does not consider
the hierarchical category. The experimental results show that the
proposed method outperforms the baseline in F1-measure, which
proves that spam keywords are effectively identified by a hierarchical
category in C2C E-commerce.

Keywords—Spam Keyword, E-commerce, keyword features, spam
filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONSUMER-TO-CONSUMER (C2C) E-commerce has
been growing at a very high speed in recent years. A

key characteristic of C2C E-commerce is that users sell new
or used products to each other. Thus identical or the same
kind of products are sold by different users and they compete
with each other by relying on a keyword search. Most keyword
search technologies in C2C services rank products by not only
matching scores but also selected frequencies of the products.
Thus an easy way to highly rank a product is to describe
the product with spam keywords that are popular but are not
related to the products. The product with spam keywords gets
more chances to be retrieved and selected rather than others
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without the spam keywords. However, spam keywords mislead
consumers and waste their time to pick out good search results.
This problem has been reported in many commercial services
like ebay and taobao [1], [2], [3].

One way to solve this problem is to filter out spam
keywords. However, little research exists to solve this problem
in C2C E-commerce. Spam filtering has been studied mainly
to improve email or ad hoc retrieval services [4], [5], [6], [7].
Most recent studies regard spam filtering as an instance of
text classification which classifies a user’s email message or a
web page into the classes, spam and non-spam. The problem of
spam keywords in C2C E-commerce can be also treated as text
classification, where each keyword of a product is described as
an instance and its class becomes one of spam and non-spam.

This paper proposes a method to classify whether a keyword
of a product given by a seller is spam or not. In our method,
features for keywords of a product are represented with reliable
degrees from different layers in the hierarchical category of
the product. The features from the hierarchical category are
used together with those only from specifications for the
classification of keywords. SVM (Support Vector Machine) is
adopted as a basic classifier, since it is powerful, and widely
used in many classification tasks.

There are two factors to be considered for measuring
reliable degrees of a keyword. One is that a specification
of a product is reliable regardless keywords of the product,
and the other is that a product has a hierarchical category
that is also reliable. Thus, a target keyword is regarded
to be reliable if the keyword is observed commonly in
specifications of products which are the same or the same
kind as the given product. Then, features of the target keyword
are determined by employing specifications from products in
different layers of a hierarchical category. Therefore, reliable
degrees of a target keyword is measured with a group of
neighboring products. This is done by using information gain,
which calculates the expected reduction in entropy caused by
partitioning the group according to the existence of the target
keyword in different layers in the hierarchical category. In
the experiments, the proposed method is evaluated by using
a Gold standard dataset from a Chinese C2C E-commerce,
which consists of 8745 tagged instances belonging to one
of three categories, Electronics, Sports and Beauty Care.
The proposed method is compared with a baseline, where
the baseline uses features obtained from only an individual
product. Both of the baseline and the proposed methods
showed high precisions in identifying non-spam keywords in
all categories, which proves that specifications are reliable. The
proposed method outperforms the baseline in F1-measures for
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identifying spam and non-spam keywords, which demonstrate
that spam keywords are effectively identified by a hierarchical
category in C2C E-commerce.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of papers have been published on spam filtering
in the area of email spam filtering. Spam email is any email
that was not requested by a user but was sent to that user
and many others. The methods for email spam filtering are
mainly categorized in two, one method is a content-based spam
filtering and the other is a machine learning based filtering
[8]. In a content-based spam filtering, a blacklist containing
spam words is predefined and the list is matched with a
target email. The email is regarded as a spam if its similarity
with the blacklist is higher than a certain threshold. In a
machine learning-based spam filtering, a classifier determines
whether a given email is spam or non-spam with features
extracted as statistics of words in the email. Parameters for
the classifier are learned from a corpus which includes emails
annotated as spam or non-spam. The blacklist in content-based
spam filtering can be understood as Spam keywords in C2C
E-commerce and so are main features in machine learning
based spam filtering. However, a main concern of the two
methods is to classify an email not to find the spam words.

Spam filtering is also hot in ad hoc information retrieval.
A spam web page is the page which is artificially-created to
drive traffic to certain pages for benefits or just for fun [7].
Like the email spam filtering, the problem to filter out a
spam page has been regarded as the classification of the page
whether it is spam or not. While the web spam filtering filters
out the whole spam web page, only spam keywords should
be eliminated from a description of the product rather than
completely rejecting the product in C2C E-commerce.

A spam tag problem has been newly introduced in recent
years [6]. Tags are the words that shortly describe documents
such as a blog or a twitter. A spam tag is added to a document
by users to increase the visibility of the document. Koutrika
et al. proposed a method to rank documents robustly against
spam tags [6]. The method regards a tag as to be reliable in a
document if the document is retrieved in a high rank by the tag.
The reliability is dependent on the statistics of the tag in the
document, since a legacy search engine represents a document
as a bag of words. Spam keywords in C2C E-commerce can
be understood as the spam tags in the spam tag problem by
regarding a specification of a product as a document.

Unlike spam tag filtering, the proposed method employs a
hierarchical category as well as a specification of a product.
A hierarchical category is not available in the legacy tagging
systems, but it provides a reliable information for a product
in C2C E-commerce.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 is an example of a product with spam keywords in a
C2C E-commerce, Yi-han-wang. The product is an English
learning education tablet which belongs to a hierarchical
category, Electric toys / Intelligence toys / Early childhood
education. Its specification is described in a table as shown in

the bottom of Fig. 1. Generally, a specification of a product
is precise since that is directly related to the reliability of
the product. So is the category of the product since users
can retrieve products with the category. However, the product
is tagged with two spam keywords ‘iPad’ and ‘iPadmini’.
That is, the product is not ‘iPad’ or ‘iPadmini’. Since the
product is retrieved by the spam keywords as well as non-spam
keywords, the product gets more chance to be selected as much
as to be retrieved by the spam keywords. This results in that
the product is highly ranked when competing with identical or
the same kind of product without spam keywords. However,
customers wastes their time to find good search results when
they retrieve products with the spam keywords.

The problem of identifying spam keywords is an instance of
binary classification. For a given keyword k of a product, a true
function is defined as f (�x) = y, where �x is the feature vector
of k, and if k is a spam keyword then y = 0, otherwise y = 1.
Parameters of the function f are learned from a training dataset
by minimizing a loss l(f̂ (�x) , y). We adopt SVM (Support
Vector Machine) as the classifier f , since it is powerful, and
widely used in many classification tasks [9]. Actually, labSVM
[10] is utilized for learning the function f .

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Firstly, we defined that a record of a product is an individual
product sold by a seller and consists of a set of keywords and
a specification. Note identical products are sold by different
users in C2C E-commerce. Thus records are distinguished
though they are identical products. Basically, if a target
keyword is observed commonly in specifications of records
which belong to the given product or the same kind as the
given product, then this keyword is regarded to be reliable.
Since most products have at least two layered categories,
in this paper, two features of a keyword for a product are
extracted from two levels in the hierarchical category of the
product. Fig. 2 depicts records and two different levels of
reliable degrees in a hierarchical category.

First level is a product level, a product is regarded as a
bag of words which includes all words from specifications
of records grouped by the product. As shown in Fig. 2,
records are grouped, of which products are identical. Then,
reliable degree of a keyword for the product is measured as
the expected reduction in entropy caused by partitioning the
group of products according to the existence of the keyword
in specifications. Actually, this becomes an information gain
of the keyword in the group.

Then, reliable degree is measured in a category level. This
is done by regarding a leaf category as a bag of words
which includes all words from products grouped by the leaf
category. The leaf categories are grouped according to its super
category as shown in Fig. 2. An information gain of a keyword
in the group is also measured in the same way of that in
product levels. Though a keyword is not observed sufficiently
in a product level, it can be observed more frequently in the
category level rather than in the product level. Thus reliable
degrees is measured in detail with the two level measurements.
Let Gl be a set as a group of elements in one of two different
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Fig. 1. An example of spam keywords in Chinese C2C e-commerce

Fig. 2. Records and two levels of reliable degrees of a keyword

levels, where l ∈ {p, c} and p, c denote product and category
levels respectively. Each element p ∈ Gp corresponds to a bag
of words for a product. and a category correspond to elements
of Gc. Then, information gain IG(Gl, k) for a keyword k in
a group Gl is given by

IG(Gl, k) = −
∑

g∈Gl

P (g) · log2 P (g)+

P (k) ·
∑

g∈Gl

P (g|k) · log2 P (k)+

P
(
k̄
) ·

∑

g∈Gl

P
(
g|k̄) · log2 P (k̄),

(1)

Here, P (g) represents the probability of g and it becomes
count(g,·)∑

g′∈Gl count(g
′,·) by assuming uniform distributions of words,

where count(g, ·) return all number of keywords in g. P (k)
is the probability that k is observed in Gl and it becomes∑

g∈Gl count(g,k)∑
g′∈Gl count(g

′,·) , where the function count(g, k) returns

the number of k in g. P
(
k̄
)

is the probability that k is
not observed in Gl and becomes 1 − P (k). P (g|k) is the
conditional probability of g when k is observed in g, while
P (g|t̄) is that when k is absent in g.

The information gains of a keyword k in the three different
levels are used as features for the classification of k. Two
additional features are obtained by using individual records.
One feature is a indicator whether k is observed in a record
of k or not. The other feature is the inverse of a count that k is
observed over all the records. The two features are motivated
from the study on the spam tag problem by Koutrika et al[6].
They regards a tag of a document as to be reliable when the
document is retrieved in a high rank by the tag. Since the
two features corresponds to a term frequency and an inverse
document frequency in a legacy search engine, spam keywords
in our problem can be understood as spam tags. Therefore,
four features are extracted in this paper, we combined and
summarized them as Table I:

TABLE I
FEATURES OF A KEYWORD

Features Description
Product level An information gain of a keyword in a product layer
Category level An information gain of a keyword in a category layer
Specification A keyword is observed in a record of a product or not
IDF Inverse counting statistics for a keyword is observed

over all records of a product
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V. EXPERIMENTS

A gold standard data set was built from a Chinese C2C
E-commerce, Yi-han-wang to evaluate the proposed method.
We asked sellers to annotate keywords of their products
belonging to one of three leaf categories, Electronics, Sports,
and Beauty Care. Since some keywords contain stop words
such as preposition, conjunctions, and so on, such stop words
are filtered out and only the refined keywords were provided
to sellers. We used a tool named jcseg which is well-known
Chinese stop filtering API [11].

212 sellers responded and provided data that is annotated
for whether the keywords of their products are spam or not.
Among the annotated data, about 15% of records has at least
one spam keyword. Table II shows the statistics of the data
including spam keywords in record and product levels. In

TABLE II
STATISTICS OF ANNOTATED DATA WITH AT LEAST ONE SPAM KEYWORD

# of records # of products # of records
# of products

Electronics 2577 184 14.0
Sports 2188 313 7.0
Beauty Care 3980 284 14.0
Total 8745 781 11.2

Table II, the ratio of records to items in a category implies
the average number of products that are identical. Thus in all
the three categories, average 11 users compete with each other
to sell an identical product.

Total 123,501 instances are obtained from the annotated
data. Among them, 36,593 instances belong to Electronics.
The numbers of instances for Sports and Beauty Care are
32382 and 54526 respectively. Randomly selected instances of
80% are used as a training data set and the remaining instances
are used as a test data set for each category.

The performance for identification of spam keywords is
measured by using precision, recall, and F1-measure. Recall
is defined as the percentage of correctly classified keywords
among spam keywords. Precision is defined as the percentage
of correctly classified keywords among those classified as
spam. F1-measure is the harmonic mean of the recall and the
precision.

The proposed method is compared with a baseline method,
where the baseline uses features obtained from only individual
records. The results are shown in Table III.

TABLE III
EVALUATION RESULTS OF PROPOSED APPROACH ON SPAM KEYWORDS

Proposed method Baseline
Rec.
(%)

Pre.
(%)

F1
(%)

Rec.
(%)

Pre.
(%)

F1
(%)

Electronics 88.4 70.3 77.7 92.0 42.5 58.1
Sports 79.8 74.4 75.8 89.4 34.1 49.4
Beauty Care 85.5 68.9 76.3 90.1 33.3 48.6
Average 84.6 71.2 77.2 90.5 36.6 52.0

The baseline shows higher recalls rather than the proposed
method in all the categories. This is because most keywords
are classified as a spam, when the keywords are absent
in their specifications. As a result, the baseline failed to

classify spam keywords correctly. Note that precisions of the
baseline are less than 50% in all the categories. Though
recalls of the proposed method is lower than those of the
baseline, the proposed method outperforms the baseline in all
the categories by F1-measure. This is because, the proposed
method classifies correctly spam keywords rather than the
baseline and the superiority overwhelms the differences of
recalls between the two methods as shown in Table III.
The results demonstrate that reliable degrees by a group of
neighboring products from different layers in the hierarchical
category of the given product is meaningful to classify
spam keywords. Misclassification of non-spam keywords by
a classifier is significant in respect to sellers, since the
misclassification blocks their product to be retrieved by the
misclassified keywords. Thus performances of the proposed
and the baseline methods are compared in terms of non-spam
keywords. Table IV shows the results. Precisions of the

TABLE IV
EVALUATION RESULTS OF PROPOSED APPROACH ON NORMAL KEYWORDS

Proposed method Baseline
Rec.
(%)

Pre.
(%)

F1
(%)

Rec.
(%)

Pre.
(%)

F1
(%)

Electronics 94.7 98.3 96.5 82.2 98.6 89.7
Sports 96.9 97.7 97.3 80.4 98.5 85.5
Beauty Care 94.1 97.6 95.8 71.4 97.8 82.5
Average 95.3 97.8 96.5 78.4 98.4 87.3

baseline are over 97% in all categories. The results prove
that a specification of a product is reliable since one of key
features in the baseline is an indicator of existence of a target
keyword in its corresponding specification. Precisions of the
proposed method is slightly lower than those of the baseline.
However, the precisions are also over 97% and the proposed
method outperforms the baseline in recall and F1-measure. The
results demonstrate that the proposed method keeps non-spam
keywords well rather than the baseline.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a method to classify a keyword

for a product into spam or non-spam in C2C E-commerce
by employing identical or the same kind of products in a
hierarchical category. The proposed method measures reliable
degrees of a target keyword in three different levels, record,
product, and category levels. The measured values are used
as features of the keyword with simple statistics of keywords
from individual records. Since the reliable degrees is measured
in detail, the proposed method provides more discriminative
values as features for the classification. In the experiments,
the proposed method outperforms the baseline in terms of
identification of both spam and non-spam keywords, where the
baseline uses only features from individual records. The results
demonstrates that the proposed method employing reliable
degrees in a hierarchical category is promising to filer out
spam keywords in C2C E-commerce.
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